At a single touch the “Synchron Slide” ensures that the center doors on VoxVision III (shown in illustration at right) come together and move apart in unison. A dramatic opening for any event.

VoxVision® components feature state-of-the-art hardware. “Pivot Slide” doors fold flush against the sides of the unit – a great advantage in tight spaces. VoxVision I is shown below.

Below: videoconference layouts utilizing dual monitors for medium and large size applications.
VoxVision®: The storage solution for a videoconferencing future.

Vox® is all about elegant connectivity. With its convenient, plug-in Vox Forums® for computers, telephones, audio, local area networks and electronic equipment, the Vox® conference table system has simplified the technological tangle that was getting out of hand in the boardroom. These pre-wired Forums simplify the process of wire access by arriving on site ready to go.

Now, the VoxVision® series of videoconferencing storage components takes the evolution of corporate communications a step further.

Linked to the Vox Forums®, Nienkämper’s VoxVision® is the smart way to house the technology that makes long-distance, face-to-face meetings a reality. This attractive, integrated solution makes the technology easier to access and more convenient to operate.
Vox Vision projects an impressive corporate image.

VoxVision® unlike millwork solutions, is moveable. Concealed industrial casters facilitate delivery and installation. Nienkämper’s fine wood veneers and aluminum finishes are available on all Vox® tables and VoxVision® storage cabinets.
VoxVision®
Design: Mark Müller

Our storage solution is as impressive as the technology is houses.
Nienkämper has been designing and manufacturing award-winning, problem-solving contract furniture for more than 30 years. We are committed to understanding and anticipating the rapidly changing technology that affects the way the world does business.

Cases:
Available in standard Nienkämper wood veneers and stains. Concealed industrial non-marking casters accommodate installation and positioning.

Doors:
Doors are wood veneer and have an integrated door handle in anodized aluminum – finishes available in Clear/Silver, Champagne, Light Bronze, Bronze and Black.

“Hinged” doors rotate 270 degrees (use symbol) to lie flush with the outside of the case.

“Pivot Slide” doors fold flush against the sides of the unit – a great advantage in tight spaces.

“Synchron Slide” doors featured on VoxVision III cabinets are also available in fabric or Nienkämper leather. At a single touch, Synchron Slide doors will open or close in unison.

Interiors:
Interiors have a textured matte black finish, ensuring clear, undisturbed vision around the monitors. Drawers and fixed and adjustable shelves are included. Refer to the Vox® Corporate Room Planning Guide for details on each unit. Venting, wire access and wire management accommodate all equipment requirements.

Bookcases:
Two bookcases are standard on VoxVision III and include eight adjustable wood veneer shelves (adjustable in 1” increments). Half inch thick clear glass shelves and halogen top lights are also available.


Refer to www.nienkamper.com for details on Nienkämper executive, conference, and task seating products.